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Using this guide
Before using this guide, become familiar with the Exinda documentation system.

Documentation conventions
These documentation conventions apply across all of the Exinda documentation sets. All instances of
the following may not appear in this documentation

Typographical conventions
n bold - Interface element such as buttons or menus. For example: Select theEnable checkbox.

n italics - Reference to other documents. For example: Refer to theExinda Application List. Also used
to identify in the various procedures the response the systems provide after applying an action.

n > - Separates navigation elements. For example: Select File > Save.

n monospace text - Command line text.

n <variable> - Command line arguments.

n [x] - An optional CLI keyword or argument.

n {x} - A required CLI element.

n | - Separates choices within an optional or required element.

Links
With the exception of the various tables of contents, all links throughout the documentation are blue.
Most links refer to topics within the documentation, but there may be links that take you to web pages on
the Internet. In this documentation we differentiate between these types of links byunderlining only the
external links.

Tips, Notes, Examples, Cautions, etc.
Throughout this manual, the following table styles are used to highlight important information:
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n Tips include hints and shortcuts. Tips are identified by the light blub icon.

TIP
text

n Notes provide information that is useful at the points where they are encountered. Notes are
identified by the pin and paper icon.

NOTE

Text

n Important notes provide information that is important at the point where they are encountered.
Important notes are identified by the amber triangle.

IMPORTANT
Text

n Cautions provide warnings of areas of operation that could cause damage to appliances. Cautions
are identified by the orange triange.

CAUTION

Text

n Examples are presented throughout the manual for deeper understanding of specific concepts.
Examples are identified by a pale green background.

E X A M P L E
Text

n Best Practices are identified by the "thumbs-up" icon.

Best Practice:

It is a best practice to
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Clusters and High Availability
Exinda appliances can be seamlessly deployed into high availability and load balanced network
architectures. The Exinda clustering options allows multiple Exinda appliances to be deployed into
these architectures and to operate as if they were a single appliance. A typical deployment topology is
illustrated below.

In this example, there are two physical links: from Router1 to Switch 1 and from Router2 to Switch2. An
Exinda appliance is deployed between each switch and router, and a cable is connected between the
two appliances for synchronization.

The appliances share configuration, monitoring information, and optimizer policies, as if they were a
single appliance. For the purposes of configuration synchronization, one appliance is considered as the
master appliance, the other appliance(s) are the slaves. The master appliance shares its configuration
with the slaves.

Once the appliances are configured, the appliances will auto-discover each other and one will be
elected as the Cluster Master. All configuration must be done on the Cluster Master, so when accessing
the cluster, it is best to use the Cluster Master IP address when managing a cluster.

CAUTION

When upgrading the firmware of appliances that are part of a
cluster, Exinda recommends that you break the cluster
before starting the upgrade (Either by disconnecting the
cluster link or by clearing the “Cluster” option for the
appropriate interface). After all appliances in the cluster have
been upgraded to the same firmware, the cluster can be put
back together.

© 2016 Exinda Networks, Inc.
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IMPORTANT
Appliances in a cluster must be the same model and have
the same number of bridge pairs. The time on all the
appliances must use NTP to ensure that all appliances have
exactly the same time.

Shared Configurations
As part of normal cluster operations, the Cluster Master synchronizes parts of the system configuration
to all other nodes in the cluster. Some configuration is specific to an individual appliance (for example IP
addressing and licensing), however, most of the system configuration is synchronized throughout the
cluster, including:

n Optimizer Policies (see note below)

n Network Objects

n Protocol and VLAN Objects

n Applications and Application Groups

n Optimizer Schedules

n Monitoring and Reporting Settings

n SDP and Remote SQL Settings

n Time-zone and NTP Settings

n Logging Settings

n Email and SNMP Notification Settings

NOTE

Optimizer policies are also implemented globally across all
cluster nodes. For example, if there were a single policy to
restrict all traffic to 1Mbps, this would be applied across all
cluster nodes. So, the sum of all traffic through all cluster
nodes would not exceed 1Mbps.

Shared Monitoring Information
All appliances in the cluster can be monitored. Most monitoring information is shared across the cluster.
Some reports don’t make sense to share (e.g. Interface reports); however, most reports are
synchronized, including:

n Realtime

n Network
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n AQS

n Applications and URLs

n Hosts

n Conversations

n Subnets

NOTE

When monitoring information is shared across the cluster,
the timestamp on this information is not shared across the
cluster. New timestamps are added to the data when it
enters the other appliances in the cluster. If there is a delay
in sharing this information, which could be due to the
appliances in the cluster being separated physically by a
great distance or by not providing enough bandwidth
between the clustered appliances, the reports may not
appear similar on the different appliances in the cluster.

When a cluster node fails
In the event that a node in the cluster fails, is rebooted, or powered off, bypass mode is enacted and
traffic passes though unaffected. When the appliance comes back online, the node is updated with the
latest configuration settings from the Cluster Master and normal operations resume. Monitoring and
reporting information during the downtime is not synchronized after the fact.

In the event that the Cluster Master fails, is rebooted, or powered off, a new Cluster Master is
automatically elected. The offline node (previously the Cluster Master) is treated as a regular offline
node. When it comes back online, it does not necessarily become the Cluster Master.

Cluster Terminology
Cluster—A group of Exinda appliances (cluster nodes) configured to operate as a single Exinda
appliance.

Cluster External IP—An IP address assigned to the management port of the cluster master.
Whichever node is the cluster master has this IP address assigned to its management port.

Cluster Node—An Exinda appliance that is a member of a cluster.

Cluster Interface—The physical interface that a node in the cluster uses to connect to other cluster
nodes (also referred to as the HA or AUX interface).

Cluster Internal IP—A private IP address assigned to each cluster node that enables communication
with other nodes in the cluster.
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Cluster Master—The node responsible for synchronizing configuration changes with all other cluster
nodes. The cluster master is automatically elected. Configuration changes should only be made from
the cluster master.

ID—The cluster-assigned unique identifier for each node.

Management IP—The cluster management (alias) address. The cluster is always reachable at this
address as long as at least one node is online.

Role—The current role of a given node within the cluster (master or standby).

State—The state (online or offline) of a given node.

© 2016 Exinda Networks, Inc.
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Chapter 2: Introduction to Topologies
This section of the How-to guide deals with the network topologies in which the Exinda Appliances can
operate. See the following for more information:

Clustering Topology Overview 12

Topology: Redundancy through multiple Exinda appliances 12

Topology: Load balancing and fail-over with multiple Exinda appliances 13

Topology: High availability mode 15
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Clustering Topology Overview
The three most common topologies that require Exinda clustering are:

n The environment has a redundant topology for the purposes of failover, where one link is active and
the other is passive. The Exinda appliance on the passive link needs to be clustered with the active
Exinda appliance so that it has all the data and configuration when the active link fails.

n The environment has dual paths where there are multiple links into one or more ISPs and where they
might have traffic leave through one ISP and return by another. The Exinda appliances need to be
clustered such that each exchanges all traffic with the others.

n The environment is load balanced, where traffic is distributed amongst several servers. The Exinda
appliance is installed in front of each load balanced server. The Exinda appliances need to be
clustered so that they all have the same configuration and the traffic can be reported on in an aggreg-
ated fashion.

Topology: Redundancy through multiple Exinda appliances
Given a redundant topology (shown in the image on the left), multiple Exinda appliances can be
deployed within the redundant architecture. When the Exinda appliances are configured as a high
availability cluster, they act as a single appliance (shown in the image on the right) yet maintain
redundancy in case of failure.

Each appliance processes traffic between its switch and router. The two appliances are directly
connected to each other and forwards its traffic to the other appliance. Note that the traffic that is
received from the other Exinda appliance will not be forwarded onto the LAN. Both appliances report on
the data in the same way.

The Exinda appliances also automatically synchronize configuration settings between the two
appliances.
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All platforms support this topology.

Capabilities
n Monitoring of both links.

n Optimization of both links.

n Redundancy of Exinda appliances.

Installation
1. On each Exinda, assign an interface for cluster internal use and an interface to manage the appli-

ance.

2. Connect the cluster interfaces on each Exinda with a crossover cable.

3. Power up Exinda 1. After one minute, power up Exinda 2.

4. Connect Exinda 1 LAN into switch 1/port 1.

5. Connect Exinda 1 WAN into router 1.

6. Connect Exinda 2 LAN into switch 2/port 1.

7. Connect Exinda 2 WAN into router 2.

8. Connect Exinda 1 management interface into switch 1/port 2.

9. Connect Exinda 2 management interface into switch 2/port 2.

Topology: Load balancing and fail-over with multiple Exinda
appliances
Given a load balancing topology (shown in the image on the left), Exinda appliances can be deployed
within that topology. Both links in this topology act as fail-over and load balancing.
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In this topology, both Exinda appliances are connected to both routers. The two appliances are directly
connected to each other and each forwards its traffic to the other appliance. Note that the traffic that is
received from the other Exinda appliance will not be forwarded onto the LAN. Both appliances report on
the data in the same way.

The Exinda appliances also automatically synchronize configuration settings between the two
appliances.

Platforms that support this topology include the 4060*, 4061*, 5000, 6010, 6060*, 7000 and 10060*.

* Network expansion modules are required.

Capabilities
n Monitoring of both links.

n Optimization of both links.

n Redundancy of Exinda appliances.

Installation
1. On each Exinda, assign an interface for cluster internal use and an interface for managing the appli-

ance.

2. Connect the cluster interfaces on each Exinda with a crossover cable.

3. Power up Exinda 1. After one minute, power up Exinda 2.

4. Connect Exinda 1 LAN2 into switch 2/port 2.

5. Connect Exinda 1 WAN2 into router 1/port 2.

6. Connect Exinda 1 LAN1 into switch 1/port 1.

7. Connect Exinda 1 WAN1 into router 1/port 1.

8. Connect Exinda 2 LAN2 into switch 2/port 1.

9. Connect Exinda 2 WAN2 into router 2/port 1.

10. Connect Exinda 2 LAN1 into switch 1/port 2.

11. Connect Exinda 2 WAN1 into router 2/port 2.

12. Connect Exinda 1 MGMT into switch 1.

13. Connect Exinda 2 MGMT into switch 2.
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Topology: High availability mode
Given a topology without router redundancy (shown in the image on the left), you can configure the
Exinda solution in cluster mode (shown in the image on the right) to achieve high availability of the
Exinda appliances or to support a greater number accelerated connections. The Exinda appliances will
act as a single appliance, yet will provide high availability.

In this topology, both Exinda appliances are connected to the router via a WAN switch. The two
appliances are directly connected to each other and forwards its traffic to the other appliance. Note that
the traffic that is received from the other Exinda appliance will not be forwarded onto the LAN. Both
appliances report on the data in the same way.

The Exinda appliances also automatically synchronize configuration settings between the two
appliances.

NOTE

To configure for high availability such that there is an active
path and a standby path:

Your WAN switch (Switch 1) and LAN switch (Switch 2)
must support the Spanning Tree Protocol (STP). Configure
the STP in Switch 2, so that port 1 (connected to Exinda 1)
has higher priority then port 2 (connected to Exinda 2).

If the link at switch 2/port 1 goes down (e.g. Exinda 1 loses
power), then the switch will enable switch 2/port 2. Exinda1
should configure NoLink as the bridge failover option,
Exinda 2 should configure Bypass.

n Active Path: switch 1/port 1 to switch 2/port 1

n Standby Path: switch 1/port 2 to switch 2/port 2
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All platforms support this topology.

Capabilities
n Monitoring data available on both Exinda appliances.

n Optimization available via Exinda 1 or Exinda 2.

n Double the acceleration connections capability.

n Redundancy of Exinda appliances.

Installation
1. On each Exinda, assign an interface for cluster internal use and an interface for managing the appli-

ance.

2. Connect the cluster interfaces on each Exinda with a crossover cable.

3. Power up Exinda 1. After 1 minute power up Exinda 2.

4. Connect Exinda 1 LAN into switch 2/port 1.

5. Connect Exinda 1 WAN into switch 1/port 1.

6. Connect Exinda 2 LAN into switch 2/port 2.

7. Connect Exinda 2 WAN into switch 1/port 2.

8. Connect the management interface of Exinda 1 into switch 2.

9. Connect the management interface of Exinda 2 into switch 2.

10. On Exinda 1, select "NoLink" for the LAN/WAN bridge failover mode.

11. On Exinda 2, select "Bypass" for the LAN/WAN bridge failover mode.

NOTE

Switch2/port1 should have the highest STP priority.
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Chapter 3: Topologies Configuration
The Exinda Appliances are designed for clustering to meet the needs of redundancy, failover, and high
availability. This chapter of the How-to guidedetails the hardware networking connections and software
set up of the appliances you need to use in a cluster.

See the following for more information:

Cluster Interfaces 18

Create a cluster of Exinda appliances 18
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Cluster Interfaces
Before configuring clustering, the Exinda appliances must be correctly cabled. It is recommended that
each appliance in the cluster be connected and configured with a dedicated management port.

In addition, clustering requires a dedicated interface for traffic that is internal to the cluster. Any interface
that is not bridged or in use for another role (e.g., Mirror or WCCP) may be used..

The table below lists the suggested cluster interface for each hardware series.

Hardware Series Cluster Interface

2000/4000 (EOL) eth1 (with Bridge 0 disabled)

4060/4061 eth2

5000 eth1

6000 eth5 (with Bridge 2 disabled)

6010 eth1

6060 eth2

7000 eth1

8060 eth2

10060 eth2

n Where there are two appliances in a cluster, the cluster interfaces may be connected directly to each
other with a CAT5 cross-over cable.

n Where there are more than two appliances in a cluster, the interface for each appliance in a cluster
must be connected to a single, dedicated switch, such that each appliance can communicate with
every other appliance without requiring a route (they must be on the same Layer 2 LAN segment).

Create a cluster of Exinda appliances
Configuring the appliances in the network to behave as a cluster, allowing for high availability and
failover, involves two steps:
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1. Adding Exinda appliances to the cluster.

2. Specifying what data is synchronized between the cluster members.

Once the appliances are configured, the appliances will auto-discover each other and one will be
elected as the Cluster Master. All configuration must be done on the Cluster Master, so when accessing
the cluster, it is best to use the Cluster Master IP address when managing a cluster.

CAUTION

When upgrading the firmware of appliances that are part of a
cluster, Exinda recommends that you break the cluster
before starting the upgrade (Either by disconnecting the
cluster link or by clearing the “Cluster” option for the
appropriate interface). After all appliances in the cluster have
been upgraded to the same firmware, the cluster can be put
back together.

To add Exinda appliances to the cluster

Configure the appliances with an IP address used within the cluster, as well as the IP address of the
cluster master.

1. ClickConfiguration > System > Network > IP Address.

2. In eth1, type the management port IP address of the appliance in theStatic Addresses field.

3. In eth2, selectCluster, and type the internal IP address for this node of the cluster in theStatic
Addresses field.

NOTE

The Cluster Internal IP for each appliance in the cluster
must be in the same subnet and should be an isolated
and unused subnet within the network. The cluster
subnet is used exclusively for communications
between cluster nodes so should be private and not
publicly routable.

4. In theCluster Master Settings area, select eth1 and type the external address used to access
the appliances.

5. Repeat these steps all each Exinda appliance joining the cluster.

Once these settings are saved, the appliances will auto-discover each other and one will be elected
as the Cluster Master. All configuration must be done on the Cluster Master, so when accessing the
cluster, it is best to use the Cluster Master IP address when managing a cluster.
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Example for a two appliance cluster:

Figure: IP address configuration page on Exinda 1
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Figure: IP address configuration page on Exinda 2

Figure: Cluster Master (External) configuration on both Exinda appliances

In the example above, Exinda 1 has a Management IP of 192.168.0.161 and Exinda 2 has a
Management IP of 192.168.0.162. The Cluster External IP is configured as 192.168.0.160 on both
appliances –regardless of which of these two appliances becomes the Cluster Master, it will be
reachable on the 192.168.0.160 IP address. The Cluster Internal IP on Exinda 1 is configured as
192.168.1.1 and on Exinda 2 as 192.168.1.2.
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Once these settings are saved, the appliances will auto-discover each other and one will be elected
as the Cluster Master. All configuration must be done on the Cluster Master, so in this example,
access the cluster via 192.168.0.160. Typically, the first appliance to come online is elected the
master.

Link State Mirroring

Even though High Availability protocols are usually handled by the Routers or Multi-Layer switches that
act as the “next-hops”, the core switches connected to them also need to detect a link failure in order for
the entire network to converge properly. When an Exinda appliance is located in the middle of the
connection between a Switch and an HA router, and the link between the HA router and the Exinda
goes down, the remaining link (Exinda to Switch) will remain up, avoiding the failure detection by the
switch and creating convergence problems. In order to overcome this scenario, you should use the Link
State Mirroring feature.

When this option is enabled, the Exinda appliance brings down the second port of a bridge if the first
port goes down. This feature allows the Exinda appliance to sit between a WAN router and a switch
without blocking detection of switch outages by the router. This is a global setting that is applied to all
enabled bridges. Exinda recommends to always enable this setting when the appliance is configured in
cluster mode, this option is located underConfiguration > System > Network > NICs and is disabled
by default:
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NOTE

An Exinda appliance goes into “bypass” mode by default if it
is shut down. In an HA/Cluster environment, in order to
maintain control and visibility on the network, the
administrator might want the entire traffic to failover to a
backup link if the Exinda appliance on the active one is
offline. In order to do this, you need the appliance that went
offline to purposefully break the traffic so the HA protocol can
hand it over to the backup link. To achieve this functionality,
modify the “On Failover” mode for the specific bridge to “NO
LINK” mode (This option is located under Configuration >
System > Network > NICs):

Exinda recommends that you leave at least one of the cluster
nodes in “Bypass” failover mode in case there is a power
failure that affects the entire cluster.

The “NO LINK” option is not available on the 3062 model.
For the 4062 model, it is necessary to purchase an extra
Expansion Card given that the on-board bridges do not come
with this feature.

To specify what data is synchronized between cluster members

[no] cluster sync {all|acceleration|monitor|optimizer|compression}

n all - Acceleration, monitor, optimizer data, and compression are synchronized. This is disabled
by default.

n acceleration - Synchronize acceleration data only

n monitor - Synchronize monitor data only

n optimizer - Synchronize optimizer data only

n compression - Configure cluster compression settings including compression type and com-
pression level.
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To view status of all members in a cluster

1. ClickConfiguration > System > Maintenance > Clustering.

2. All appliances in the cluster are displayed.

It is also possible to reboot and shutdown other nodes in the cluster from this page.

3. To identify the cluster master, the role is displayed in the list of all appliances.

TIP
When logged into the Web UI of a cluster node, the role of the node is
also shown in the header of the user interface.

To change which appliance is the master

1. Turn clustering off on the appliance that is currently the master.

2. Wait for the standby appliance to become the master.

3. On the original master appliance, turn clustering back on. This appliance will now be the standby
appliance.
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Chapter 3: Clusters and HA Reports
Conversations in Real Time 26
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Conversations in Real Time
The Conversations in Real Time monitor shows the top conversations by throughput observed by the
Exinda appliance during the last 10 seconds. This report can answer questions such as:

n My link is congested; who's doing what on my network right now?

n I think I have a problem with a particular host or subnet; what is that host or subnet doing right now?

n Is the traffic being accelerated or processed by Edge Cache properly?

n Is the traffic passing through my High Availability or Cluster correctly?"

The Conversations in Real Time monitor shows inbound conversation traffic separately from outbound
conversation traffic. The conversations are represented as external IP, internal IP, and application.
Some traffic types will show extra information, such as the URL for example, in square brackets
following the application. The traffic is sorted by transfer rate. The packet rate and number of flows for
each conversation in that 10 second period is also shown. You can set the chart to refresh frequently or
infrequently or not at all. Each refresh shows 10 seconds of data.

The Conversations in Real Time monitor can help you diagnose the following by:

n Filtering the conversations by IP address or subnet

n Showing the user name associated with the internal IP address

n Showing which policy the conversation falls into

n Allowing connections within a flow to either be shown individually or to be grouped together

n Highlighting accelerated conversations (in yellow) and indicating the acceleration technique being
used

n Highlighting conversations that have been processed by Edge Cache (in blue)

n Indicating how the conversations is flowing through the high availability cluster

n Indicating if you are seeing asymmetric traffic
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Where do I find this report?

Go toMonitor > Real Time > Conversations.

To understand the acceleration and high availability icons & colouring

When a conversation has been accelerated by the Exinda appliance, the conversation is highlighted
in yellow and the application acceleration technologies being applied to that conversation are
displayed on the left-hand side as a series on icons.

For example, the FTP connection below is accelerated (shown in yellow) and is also been processed
by WAN Memory (indicated by the icon).

When a conversation has been processed by Edge Cache (see theEdgeCache "How-to" Guide), it
is highlighted in blue.
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The following legend describes the meaning of each acceleration icon.

WAN Memory: The connection is been processed by WAN Memory.

CIFS Acceleration: The connection is been processed by CIFS Acceleration.

SSL Acceleration: The connection is been processed by SSL Acceleration.

NCP Acceleration: The connection is been processed by NCP Acceleration.

MAPI Acceleration: The connection is been processed by MAPI Acceleration.

When an appliance is deployed in a High Availability (HA) or Clustering mode, the following icons
may also appear next to each conversation.

Asymmetric: The traffic is asymmetric, and is not being accelerated.

Locally Bridged: The connection is passing through this appliance in the cluster.

If the row is colored yellow, then the flow is remotely accelerated.

Remotely Bridged: The connection is passing through another appliance in the cluster.

If the row is colored yellow, then the flow is remotely accelerated.

Locally/Remotely Bridged: The connection is passing though both this and other appliances in
the cluster. (Asymmetric traffic)

If the row is colored yellow, then the flow is remotely accelerated.

Locally Bridged + Locally Accelerated: The connection is passing through this appliance in the

cluster and is being accelerated on this appliance.

Remotely Bridged + Locally Accelerated: The connection is passing through another appliance

in the cluster and is being accelerated on this appliance.

Locally/Remotely Bridged + Locally Accelerated: The connection is passing through both this

and other appliances in the cluster and is being accelerated on this appliance. (Asymmetric

traffic)
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When an appliance is deployed in a High Availability (HA) or Clustering mode, the following icons
may also appear next to each conversation.

To filter by IP address or subnet

Simply type the IP address or subnet in the IP/Subnet Filter field at the top of the screen and click
Apply. The conversations can be filtered by IPv4 or IPv6 addresses.

To show the user associated with the internal hosts

Check theShow Users checkbox.

To group individual connections within a flow as a single line item or to show each connection
as a separate line item

Toggle on or off theGroup checkbox at the top of the screen.

To display the policy the conversation falls into

SelectShow Policies checkbox at the top of the screen.

Trouble-shooting virtual circuits and policies

If you are unsure whether traffic is being processed properly by the virtual circuit or the policies
within your virtual circuit, it is best to use real time monitoring to determine if traffic is hitting your
virtual circuit as you would expect.

1. On the Real Time Conversations screen.

2. SelectShow Policies checkbox at the top of the screen to group the conversations by virtual cir-
cuit and policy.

3. Look at the traffic falling under your virtual circuit to decide if the correct traffic is in there.

4. If there is traffic that you were expecting that is not there, look in other virtual circuit groups to see
where you expected traffic is.

5. If your traffic is falling into the wrong virtual circuit, check the definition of the affected virtual cir-
cuits and ensure the most specific virtual circuit is higher in the policy tree.
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Chapter 4: CLI Configuration for
Clustering and High Availability
You can manage the clustering and high availability configuration through the Exinda Command Line
Interface (CLI).

See the following for more information:

Clustering and HA 31

Configure the Interface for the Cluster Service 31

Viewing cluster configuration and status 32

Example: Configure cluster through the CLI 32
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Clustering and HA
You can use the cluster command to configure clustering.

Configure the Interface for the Cluster Service
cluster {interface|master|sync}

To configure a cluster internal or external address:

cluster interface <inf>

n Any interface not bound to a bridge or used in another role (e.g. Mirror or WCCP) may be used. This
command will need to be run on each node in the cluster, and each with a unique cluster internal
address.

cluster interface <inf> ip address <address> <netmask>

n This command should also be executed on all cluster nodes, using the same cluster external
address.

To configure the master cluster:

cluster master interface <inf>

cluster master address vip <address> <netmask>

n The role of the node (master or slave) is shown in the CLI prompt. Once the cluster is up, con-
figuration changes should only be made on the cluster master. Configuration changes made on the
master will be sent to slave nodes.

To control how data is synchronized between cluster members:

[no] cluster sync {all|acceleration|monitor|optimizer|compression}

n sync all - Acceleration, monitor and optimizer data are synchronized. This is disabled by default.

n sync acceleration- Synchronize acceleration data only

n sync acceleration redirect-only - Do not accelerate any connections; only perform mon-
itoring

n sync monitor - Synchronize monitor data only

n sync optimizer - Synchronize optimizer data only

n sync compression - Configure cluster compressions settings

n sync compression threshold - Set the size of the data block that will trigger compression
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n sync compression threshold <value> - Set the compression value (default is 2048)

n sync compression zip - Enable zip compression between cluster nodes

n sync compression zip level <value>- Set the zip compression level, where 1 is the fastest,
largest compressed block and 9 is the slowest, smallest compressed block and best compression.
When zip compression is enabled, the level value defaults to 9 until changed. Note that the larger
compression block requires less bandwidth, but results in smaller blocks and requires more
CPU power.

Viewing cluster configuration and status
To show a brief overview of the current cluster configuration:

show cluster global brief

To show cluster sync status information:

show cluster sync {acceleration|optimizer|monitor|compression}

n sync acceleration- Show acceleration sync status

n sync redirect-only - Synchronize redirect data only

n sync monitor - Synchronize monitor data only

n sync optimizer - Synchronize optimizer data only

n sync compression - Show cluster compression information

To display all the appliances in the cluster:

show appliances

Example: Configure cluster through the CLI
Configuration using the CLI is very similar to that of the Web UI.

1. Configure a Cluster Internal address. Any interface not bound to a bridge or used in another role
(e.g. Mirror or WCCP) may be used. This command will need to be run on each node in the cluster,
and each with a unique Cluster Internal address.

(config) # cluster interface eth2

(config) # interface eth2 ip address 192.168.1.1 /24

2. Configure the Cluster External IP. This command should be executed on all cluster nodes using the
same Cluster External IP

(config) # cluster master interface eth1
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(config) # cluster master address vip 192.168.0.160 /24

3. Enable the cluster.

(config) # cluster enable

NOTE

Configuration changes should only be made on the
Cluster Master node. The role of the node currently
logged into will be displayed in the CLI prompt as shown
below.

exinda-091cf4 [exinda-cluster: master] (config) #

4. It is possible to view the status of all the members of a cluster from the CLI by issuing the following
command.

(config)# show cluster global brief

Global cluster state summary

==============================

Cluster ID: exinda-default-cluster-id

Cluster name: exinda-cluster

Management IP: 192.168.0.160/24

Cluster master IF: eth1

Cluster node count: 2

ID Role     State Host         External Addr    Internal Addr

-----------------------------------------------------------------

1*  master   online   exinda-A 192.168.0.161    192.168.1.1

2   standby online   exinda-B     192.168.0.162 192.168.1.2
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